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This lubricant, though very useful, can only find restricted
application for fine machinery, owing to the high price of the
castor oil.
Palm Oil Greases.—A. very large number of recipes for
solid lubricants contain palm oil, the products being very
widely used for greasing axles, railway wheels, flywheel
shafts, and other heavy quick-running machine parts.
Palm oil lubricants have generally a pronounced yellow
or orange colour, due to the use of unbleached palm oil,
which, as already stated, is yellow to orange-red in colour.
Some greases are made of palm oil alone, unmixed with
any other fat. Experience, however, has shown that these,
though low priced, do not possess the properties expected of
them. ah a rule their melting point is too low; hence, under
the influence of the heat generated by the movement of the
machine parts, they become too fluid, thus entailing a con-
siderable waste of grease, especially in the case of locomotive
machines. Hence the simple palm oil greases are not very
suitable for cart and railway axles, since these drip off the
axles too readily, and waste to such an extent that their use
would entail great expense for lubrication in the case of
.railways, etc.
Generally the palrn oil receives an addition of tallow to
raise the melting point of the mixture. Conversely, in the
rare instances where it is desired to employ a lubricant with
a low melting point, liquid fats, such as train oil or rape oil,
are added.
Those additions increase the cost of the palm oil greases
considerably; but when the quality is taken into considera-
tion, the improvement is so great that the cost is of com-
paratively small importance.
When the greasing of locomotive machinery is in question,
such as cart and railway axles, where the recovery of the
droppings is not so easily compassed as with stationary
machines or marine engines, good results are obtained with
compound palm oil greases. These are expensive to pro-
duce ; but, in reality, they are cheaper than unmixed palm
oil, since an equal quantity of the grease will last longer.
The mixed palm oil greases vary in composition to such

